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O Summary. This note is concerned with the question of when
a matrix A of mn columns and rank m + n — 1 is transformable
into a matrix of a special class known as the constraint matrices of
an m by n transportation program. The question is of practical
significance in the solution of linear programs. The main result, a
set of necessary and sufficient conditions on the matrix A, is formulated
in § 3 (Theorem 3.3), and proved in §§ 4-5. As application, § 6
outlines a method of testing for the conditions of the theorem and
of effectuating the transformation when the conditions are satisfied.

1- Introduction. A finite system of linear inequalities can, in
general, be reexpressed in the form

(1.6) Ax = 6, x ^ 0.

The objective is to characterize among the systems (1.6) those that
are equivalent (in a sense to be defined in § 2) to the systems
occurring as constraints of a special type of linear optimization pro-
grams, known heuristically as "transportation" programs, which
admit relatively simple and efficient algorithms of solution (see for
instance Dantzig [1] and [2] and Ford and Fulkerson [3]).

We shall refer to a system of the form

(1.7) Σ εiJχiJ = ci> Σ eiJχiJ = Tif χiJ ^ 0
ί=l • j=l

where εi3 = ±1 (i — 1, 2, , m; j = 1, 2, , n), as " the constraints
of a transportation program," the special case eo = 1 representing
the constraints of a " standard " transportation program.

Interpreting x = (α^ ) as vector in Rmn, (1. 7) can also be written
in the form

(1.8) Dx = c, x ^ 0

where c' = (rl9 r2, , rm, clf c2, , cn), hence, ceRm+n and D is a
matrix of m + n rows and mn columns dv (v = 1, 2, , mn), also
denotable as da (ί = 1, 2, , m; j — 1, 2, , n) in lexicographic
order, with
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